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Two August Reproduction Samplers of the Month . . . and the Supplies for
Another

. . . "Betsy Davis 1797" on the left . . . and "Betsy Manchester 1793" . . . and supplies for the "American Sampler" from an OOP 1993 issue
of Treasures in Needlework.

Please refer to earlier August eNewsletters for the details about these exquisite samplers. Here are your
August 15% savings as our Samplers of the Month:
Betsy Davis chart ($17) + hand-dyed linen ($14 for 36c w/2-inch margins) AND/OR silk threads (AVAS - $48.75; Belle Soie $78). Stitches include cross, cross over one, freehand satin and stem, and queen. Recommended for more advanced
needleworkers, per the chart.
Betsy Manchester chart ($18) + hand-dyed linen ($12 for 36c w/2-inch margins) AND/OR silk threads (AVAS - $63.75; Belle
Soie - $97.50). Stitches include queen, tent, cross, cross over one, and freehand satin and stem. Per the chart, recommended
for more advanced needleworkers.
If you have the "American Sampler" chart and would like to order the supplies and begin, you may save 15% on these supplies
during August.: AVAS silks ($123.75) ~ hand-dyed 36c linen with 2-inch margins ($16 *****Please NOTE: This is a correction
from an earlier newsletter.)

August at The Attic

Tomorrow, August 15, August
Stitch-In. We hope that you will join us for another summertime most-of-the-day stitch-in ~ bring a work-in-process
project or start a new one - like this adorable "Sewphia" pincushion from Miss Crescent's Crowne !. Sharon will be stitching
with us and will be teaching us how to make this charming bird. We now have the model in the shop, and "Sewphia" is simply
adorable. As usual, the pictures just don't do her justice. Pattern with instructions, templates, and freezer paper is $9 ~
companion kits are available complete with hand-dyed wool, pearl cottons, and the Flea Market stand for $26. Additional
materials kit is $10. Please register with us so Sharon knows how much to bring.
We'll again furnish some food and refreshments and chocolate so that we can keep those needles flyin' for the whole day! If
you'd like to bring something to share, that would be grand. It sounds like a great way to spend a Saturday on a hot August
weekend, doesn't it? When does it start? Well, we open at 10, so any time after that. And we close at 5. To ensure that we
have enough goodies, please register.
Sampler Sunday, August 16, 1 - 4 PM. In keeping with August's beautiful and historic Samplers of the Month, we will be
discussing the Mary Balch school and the samplers created there. $10. Please call to register.

Saturday, August 22, 10 - 12:30 PM.

Christy's Ornament Club for August features an

taken from the 2008 JCS Ornament issue, "Snowy Night" from Prairie
Schooler ~ or you may choose to stitch one of the newest Prairie Schooler ornament designs just
released (See below under "What's New). The great thing about this finish: you may choose to do no
hand-sewing if you wish! In addition to Christy's excellent hands-on instruction, finishing materials
are included in the class fee of $30. Please call to register.
adorable Prairie Schooler orna ment

Saturday, August 29, 2:00 - 4:00 PM.
Thread Keep Finish. Many of you have asked about the finishing for these adorable designs from
Blackbird ~ so you have a few weeks to stitch one (you can stitch the small one in a few nights) and
then join us for the finishing, including mounting your piece, backing it with decorative paper (we will
have some selections, but if you wish, you may bring your own), punching the hole, attach the
eyelet/grommet with our grommet tool (we will furnish a variety of colored grommets), and adding
the dyed chenille trim. We will also have a variety of thread rings for you to select. Your $30 fee
includes all of the materials. Please call to register.

What's New in The Attic

Here we go again . . . with a small number of Limited Run Stitcher's Halves in 40c, in two colors, one with more pink/red tones. I'm sorry
to tell you that these are again limited to first come, first served. Pat calls these "junk" . . . but as we all know, one needleworker's junk
is another's treasure, and it is even more so with linen!

Pat says the one on the left was supposed to be Vintage Nutmeg ~ the one on the right I'm not sure of. Both are darker than the
camera's eye captured, and I'm sorry for that. Both are beautiful. Both are available in SH for $54 (no discounts, I'm sorry).

Loose Feathers #38 is here ~ and we've again done a conversion to Belle Soie

Some are on their way to those on our subscription list ~ and some will go out in the next day or so. I love the "Summer Basket" sampler
~ and the Thread Keep is a very quick stitch. It was fun changing the two-color four-square border to the Rice Stitch, one of my
favorite stitches. See above for details on the finishing class for the Thread Keep.

Prairie Schooler's 2009 Santa is here ($4) ~

~ and we couldn't help showing again the 2009 Limited Edition Santa Kit, complete with 28c Cashel Natural Raw linen, Crecent Colours'
overdyed floss, chart and instructions, and a needle for $31. I love this one, especially the reindeer on the roof! Wouldn't this be great
over one, Rhonda?!!!!!!!!!!!!

More wonderful new designs from Prairie Schooler, each $9 . . .

Book 156, "Boo to You" ........... Book 157, "Holly Days" .................

Book 158, "Christmas Eve" ( I love this one!!!!) ............. Book 159, "Fall Fields" ~ fabulous, all of these adorable animals and birds!

New from Shepherd's Bush . . .

I love these as well. Yikes! I have to give up sleeping so that I can get it all stitched! "Finch Song" kit complete with beautiful silk
threads and 32c hand-dyed linen is $60 ~ and "Remember" is likewise kitted with silks and hand-dyed linen for $20. BUT I am reminded
to tell you that, being the 40-counters that we are, we've checked with Jill Rensel, painter of the fabulous mats, and she has made them
for us to fit the 40-count fabrics in the past, and will do so for these as well! They're on order, and now I just have to get them
stitched!

"My Pins" ($20) is kitted with a 24c Prairie Cloth from Moda/Blackbird fabric, threads, and all finishing fabrics, including the Ric-Rac
trim in that great color AND the flower pin from JABCO that I didn't even notice until the kit came in! These arrived last Friday, after
I'd hit "Send" ~ and Debra asked for the remainder of the day off to go home and stitch "My Pins" ~ she stayed for the day but came in
Saturday morning with her "My Pins" finished! Not just stitched but also finished! She wasn't kidding about wanting to stitch it! So you
can see what a quick stitch it is, even after a grueling day at work! And "Feed my Sheep" ($12) on 10c Tula is the perfect granddaughter
project! Let's make them Bush fans early!

Priscilla's Pocket finished my frame for last month's Sampler of the Month . . .

. . . "A Best Christmas Blessing" available exclusively at The Attic until the St. Charles Market ~ this exquisite hand-grained frame is
available for any of you who took advantage of our July Sampler of the Month at the 15% discount. There's a narrower moulding as well
that may be your preferred choice, and I forgot to photograph it. I'll remember to do it again. That one can be ordered at the 15%
discount as well. Since these are custom-made frames, they must be ordered, and the 15% discount will apply to your order through the
end of August.

Speaking of fabulous hand-grained frames from Priscilla's Pocket . . .

. . . isn't this one simply perfect for "Spot the Horse" ($10) from Kathy/Carriage House Samplings in our model, beautifully stitched by
Deb on 40c linen with Needlepoint, Inc. silk? The hand-grained frame in this size is $95.

And speaking of Carriage House Samplings . . .

. . . we are most anxious to see the new "Christmas at Hawk Run Hollow" to be released at the St. Charles Market. Our information is
that it is the same size as the previous Hawk Run Hollow designs, and on 40c that will be approximately 14 x 18.6. With 2-inch margins,

all one needs for framing, an 18 x 22.6 piece will not require a special cut. We love Vintage Sand Dune and Vintage Autumn Gold with
reds, and this Christmas design will most certainly have some red in it, we would anticipate. So we are ordering extra fabric in 40c in
those two colors. If you would like to reserve a piece, please let us know.

We Love to Show Off Our Customers' Beautiful Work

We're all very envious of Angelica's gorgeous finish of all of the parts of Sarah Elliot Sea Chest ($185) from Cathy/Primitive
Traditions ~ and Carol did an absolutely beautiful job of the finishing work.

And June is holding on tight to her star-studded patriotic pillow that Carolyn gifted her with . . . and Rhonda finished another over-one
project, this one, Little House Needleworks' "Gingerbread Trio" ($8) stitched in beautiful Belle Soie on 28c Antique Almond.

Aileen's over-one limited-edition "Renaissance" from Long Dog Samplers is made even more stunning in Sandy's choice for the frame ~
and her custom painting of the moulding, which came in different from our corner sample and required much help so it would match, and
don't you agree that Sandy did an absolutely amazing job?! And then there is Evie's gorgeous over-one on 28c version of Ronnie Rowe 's
"Music Teachers House." The shading and depth is all captured in the design, all done in cross-stitch.
It's past time to get this on its way and return to the many other tasks at hand today, but first I would like to acknowledge the fabulous
friends, who are also my customers, who treated me to the most delicious surprise potluck last night, with all of my favorite foods and
then some! There are no photos. The photographer was too busy eating! Needleworkers are fabulous cooks! It was a wonderful gift, as
is their friendships, without which I'm not sure what I would do. They say they're not sure what they would do without The Attic ~ and
I echo the same sentiment back: I'm not sure what I would do without them. I'm certain that I wouldn't be at The Attic. They are
what make it possible, as well as so many of you. So in a wistful moment that often comes when one of life's milestones is staring one in
the face, reflection is often part of my thought process. And I am so very grateful that you are all a part of that reflection ~ because
it makes the milestones more easily traversed! Thank you to all of you.
Happy Friday!
Jean Lea
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